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SEX AFTER KIDS 
Production Notes 

 

About the Story 

When writer and director Jeremy LaLonde (The Untitled Work of Paul Shepard) decided he 

wanted to move forward with his sophomore feature film, he took a rather unconventional 

approach. He cast the film and then wrote the script. He says, “Itʼs far easier to write when youʼve 

got a voice of a character in your head, and even easier when you know exactly who is going to 

play that part.” And, he also adapted the old adage – write what you know. 

 

The idea for Sex After Kids was born out of his own experience. At the time, he had a newborn 

and a three-year-old, as he said, “Itʼs safe to say that I knew enough about this subject to realize 

it was pretty fertile ground and that there were probably a decent amount of people who would 

appreciate a comedy about the subject.”  

 

Ultimately to Jeremy, the film can mean different things for different people. “For me,” he says, 

“itʼs about how relationships are hard and then when you throw in uncontrollable elements it can 

make them impossible – but thatʼs when people grow. Itʼs about how relationships change over 

time and how some people have a hard time dealing with that fact.”  

 

Shannon Beckner, who plays Jules, shares the same sentiment as Jeremy, she commented, 

“This film is about the entirely new lives many of us unwittingly start when we bring another 

human being into our old ones. The constant changes that are demanded of us and our 

relationships as a result – and our attempts to reconcile the old with the new.” As a mother of a 

one-year-old, Shannon speaks from experience, adding “Most people are surprised by the 

amount of work required to be a good parent and good partner and I think we always find it 

interesting to see how others handle it.”  

 

Kristin Booth, who plays Bethany and who filmed Sex After Kids just four months after having her 

first child, offers her view on why this film has such a strong universal appeal, she says, “I think a 

lot of people realize that children change a relationship. The challenge is to find your self amidst 

the poopy diapers and spit up. A lot of people can relate to that. Itʼs nice to see a film where you 

can relate to the characters and their plight and say ʻyeah, Iʼve been there and it wasnʼt funny at 

the time but now it is.ʼ” 
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Zoie Palmer, who plays a single mom, thinks that everyone can relate to this film, she says, “Itʼs 

smart, funny, romantic, sad and charming. Itʼs a great film about relationships and the struggle of 

it all and then add kids into the mix. I mean, nothing says ʻsexy sexy pantsʼ in your relationship 

like a screaming kid and a dirty diaper!”  

 

Kris Holden-Ried, who plays single dad, Gage, whoʼs looking for love, jokes, “I certainly hope this 

film is about finding happiness!” He jokes, “Parental sexual frustration can only be funny for so 

long, and then it leads to something illegal (not that thatʼs necessarily a bad thing).” 

 

Mary Kronhert suggests “there are a lot of characters in this film who seem to be feeling stuck 

because theyʼre living lives and making choices that donʼt feel right to them. I think that as grown 

ups, we sometimes forget that we are still learning and growing and that weʼre allowed to change. 

This movie is about a bunch of grown ups who learn that having kids can mean having an 

opportunity to grow again.” 

 

Kate Hewlett, who plays the other half of the lesbian couple with Mary Kronhert, adds, “This film 

is about relationships, itʼs about friendships, itʼs about aging, itʼs about finding yourself. And, itʼs 

about sex.” Hinting that the title of this film, in fact, is exactly what this film is all about. 

 

Katie Boland who plays Markee, a sexually adventurous and bold young woman, and one of the 

only characters in the film who isnʼt a parent says, “This film is about relationships and how to 

love. Itʼs about holding on and fighting and at the end of all that, loving more. Itʼs also about 

finding happiness and how that often looks different than you think itʼs supposed to.”  

 

Jeremy knows that this is the kind of film, where underneath the comedic moments, people will 

find different themes and meaning, and that makes him happy, “If a film like this can mean 

different things to different people then Iʼve done my job as a filmmaker.”  

 

About Casting  

Jeremy attracted a powerhouse of talent despite being a low-budget production.  He says, 

lightheartedly, it was a combination of blackmail and guilt as to how they came on board. Jeremy 

shot the film on weekends over the course of three months as most of the cast (and crew) has 

gigs on other series, such as Lost Girl or L.A. Complex, or full time jobs, which made for a crazy 

and unconventional schedule. As Kate Hewlett noted, “Shooting random weekends throughout 

the summer was a lot of fun, but not so good my easily confused brain. I could never remember 

which costume to wear. And I kept getting haircuts then remembering I wasnʼt supposed to…” 
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Although actors have a different reason for joining a film, it was the story and often his 

relationship with them that drew them to the project. Jeremy wrote a brief story synopsis of each 

characterʼs story that he wanted to tell along with a little manifesto of rules on how he was going 

to approach making the film, and sent that with a list of the other actors he wanted in the film to 

each actor offering them a part in a yet to be written script.  

 

Jeremy knew he was offering the actors something good, “The truth is is that actors like to act 

and they like to do roles that give them something interesting to play and we were offering that in 

spades with Sex After Kids.” 

 

Peter Keleghan, who plays Sean, loved what he saw when Jeremy first contacted him with the 

idea. He says, “I was drawn to it because I have usually been cast in funny roles, almost never a 

cad, certainly never a romantic lead. This was along those lines of a romantic lead, yes, heʼs still 

a cad, but still!” 

 

Jay Brazeau who plays Horton, simply had to take this role. He says, “I had met Jeremy at the 

Edmonton Film Festival where we both had films showing and appreciated each otherʼs strange 

sense of humour. In the end, itʼs great to be in a film that has both sex in the title and Gordon 

Pinsent in it.” 

 

Kate Hewlett had auditioned for Jeremyʼs first film. Although she didnʼt get a role, Jeremy didnʼt 

forget her. A few years later, he contacted her on Twitter and asked her if sheʼd like to be involved 

with Sex After Kids. She jokes, “You could say that Sex After Kids was my callback for Paul 

Shepard.” 

 

Katie Boland had seen the trailer for Paul Shepard and loved it so she sent Jeremy a message on 

facebook to tell him how cool she thought it was. Adding “Weʼve since become friends and I was 

so flattered that he asked me to be a part of Sex After Kids.” 

 

By creating characters they hadnʼt portrayed before, Jeremy was able to offer his talented cast 

roles actors found interesting and relatable. He explains, “for me, itʼs exciting to give an actor 

something to do that they havenʼt been given a chance to do before, but that either I know they 

can do or theyʼve been wanting to try.” He adds, “there isnʼt a single weak link in our cast, and the 

challenge I set for myself was to give them all moments to shine, which is no small feat with a 

main cast as large as ours.” 
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“It was my honour to work with such a diverse and talented group and Iʼm really excited for 

audiences to see the work they did,” adds Jeremy. 

 

A big honour for Jeremy was working with Canadian acting legend Gordon Pinsent. Due to the 

unconventional shooting schedule it was bound to happen that there would be a scheduling 

conflict with another actor who had to be recast. And it was that very opportunity that opened the 

door for Jeremy to approach Gordon about the role of Dr. Keaton. 

 

After Peter Keleghanʼs first days on set, he was quite impressed with Jeremyʼs directing skills, 

which he mentioned to Gordon Pinsent, who happens to be his father-in-law. Out of the blue, 

Jeremy got a phone call from Gordon asking if heʼd like to have a coffee and chat. Jeremy says, 

“that was a pretty damn great experience for a young filmmaker to get to hang out with Gordon for 

an afternoon. So when we needed to recast, I would have kicked myself if I didnʼt ask Gordon if 

heʼd do it.” 

 

It was several days into filming, which was really weeks later as per the unconventional schedule, 

when Jeremy got the call from Gordon himself. Jeremy explains, “I was on set, in the middle of 

shooting, when I got the call. He said the part sounded like a lot of fun and that heʼd be delighted 

to take it.” 

 

Ennis Esmer, who plays Ben, had the pleasure to work with Gordon as his therapy patient. About 

working with Gordon, Ennis says, “I loved shooting the therapy sessions Shannon and I shot with 

Gordon. That was such a blast!” 

 

Shannon, who shares all the scenes with Ennis and Gordon, said, “Iʼve never met a kinder actor, 

generous and pleasant and engaged with everyone on set. He regaled us with tales from his 

career over lunch and enthralled the dickens out of us. Heʼs magic.” 

 

People always advise against working with babies and animals. That didnʼt stop Jeremy. His 

strategy was just to let the babies be babies as they are. He explains, “Having two small children 

of my own the one thing I know about kids is that theyʼre going to do whatever the hell that want 

to do so I designed the scenes around that being okay. We didnʼt need them to hit marks or cues 

– although when you watch the film, youʼll swear that was the case. Iʼd love to take credit for the 

gold we got out of the kids but most of that was just happy accidents.” 
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About The Characters 

As with any film, Sex After Kids was a collaborative effort with the cast. From his initial story idea 

he engaged the actors to help in the creation of the storylines and characters. Discussions with 

the actors from the beginning were just part of the process, as Mary Krohnert explains, “Right 

from the first draft Jeremy was interested in what the actors had to say about their character. I 

definitely had a say in Larissaʼs storyline. I think I was able to contribute only because he 

provided such a well-developed, interesting world to play in to begin with. His characters are so 

wonderfully human and delightfully flawed – it makes them easy to identify with and invest in as 

an actor.” 

 

The characters are strong, yet flawed, and thatʼs what makes the story real and the arcs genuine 

and relatable. Jeremy captures the general thinking that from the outside everything on the inside 

looks good, perfect and enviable, but from the inside things can be falling apart, held together 

with threads of the past or the complete opposite of the image portrayed. 

 

Like Kristin Boothʼs character Bethany. Anyone looking at her would think she has it all – 

husband, family, happiness. But Bethanyʼs marriage is living a double life. Sheʼs unhappy in her 

marriage but loves being a mom so makes that a priority. To find fun elsewhere, she has sex with 

other men. Of her character, Kristin says, “Some might say that Bethany is a woman with loose 

morals as sheʼs married with children but likes to get a little sex on the side. Obviously things with 

her husband are not great but they stay together for the kids so she finds her sexual gratification 

outside her marriage. In her mind, this is putting the children first, thereby making her a great 

mother.” 

 

When writing, Jeremy doesnʼt see the characters as male or female, he approaches the 

characters simply as people. He explains, “Iʼm aware that men and women differ in some areas, 

and so those always play into the character as well, but at their core theyʼre equally flawed. If I 

write characters well, itʼs because I donʼt let them off the hook. I let them be ugly and honest.” 

Jeremy also happens to use his observation skills well, “I happen to have a lot of female friends, 

and while Iʼm a good listener, Iʼm a better thief,” he says jokingly. 

 

Mary Krohnert suggests that Larissa is a strong, smart woman who loves her family ferociously, 

but who sometimes loses sight of whether or not people want what sheʼs offering and that 

undermines her own need. This is something that Mary believes a lot of people will relate too, 

adding, “People can connect to wanting more out of their lives and relationship but being afraid to 

ask at the risk of losing what they already have.” 
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Zoie Palmer adopted an English accent to portray her character Lou to play opposite Paul Amos, 

who plays her brother Peyton. Zoie says, “The character I got to play was so much fun! Iʼm 

always drawn to characters that are just a bit not completely there, a bit off.” Lou is on a search 

for love, and as she mentions in the film, she has a hole in her life that needs filling. As a single 

gal who chose to have a baby on her own, sheʼs lonely, but underneath it all is really just trying to 

find herself. As Zoie puts it, “Lou is a person trying her best and making a million mistakes but 

she keeps trying and I love that about her. She has her baby who she loves to death, but sheʼs 

still searching. Sheʼs searching for love, for lust, for the tools to be a good mom. Mostly, sheʼs 

searching for herself. She has a brother who seems to be on his own strange journey in life and 

as he has nowhere to live, he moves in with her.”  

 

“Ben is the kind of guy I kinda wish I could be,” says Ennis Esmer of his character, “Or at least, 

Ben gave me the chance to imagine my life had I made some very different choices.” To Ennis, 

his characterʼs flaw is that heʼs such a nice guy, almost accommodating to a fault, he says, “Even 

when his wife is berating him into maintaining his erection, he still tries to do right by her. What 

we see happen to Ben is that he lets his own needs go untended for too long and that makes his 

ʻnice guyʼ thing become a pushover thing. And despite his attempt to have an enriching life, it just 

isnʼt.” 

 

Much like Ben, Shannon Becknerʼs character Jules also tries to achieve some level of control on 

her life in an attempt to find her self again. She explains, “Sheʼs lost since becoming a mom. By 

keeping her house clean and constantly trying to keep on top of the laundry she thinks sheʼll be 

able to keep control of an uncontrollable situation. What she doesnʼt realize is how this obsession 

is affecting her relationship with her husband, and of course, making her look a little crazy to 

everyone else.” 

 

About the Talent by the Talent 

Many of the cast members were friends prior to shooting, and looked at the chance to work 

together as a special and unique experience. As Katie mentioned, “Actors like to work but 

passion, art and a good script are key and thatʼs definitely what we had on Sex After Kids. To be 

in something thatʼs good with a great cast – thatʼs an opportunity you don't always get so I think 

we all jumped at it.” 
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With this caliber of talent, it was no doubt that the actors gushed over each other with praise 

about getting to work with each other. For some it was the first time working together and others it 

was a reunion of sorts.  

 

Kate Hewlett and Mary Krohnert play a married lesbian couple with a son. On working together 

Kate said, “Mary is a smart and thoughtful actor (she notes, “with a great head of hair!”) She does 

a ton of prep before tackling a role – she asks smart, difficult questions of Jeremy and sheʼs not 

afraid to throw herself into a role. Sheʼs a fearless and unique actor.”  

 

Mary was equally impressed with Kate. She says, “Kate is one of the most beautiful, generous, 

honest, funny and smart actresses Iʼve ever worked with. It was easy to be in love with her! When 

youʼre working with someone who is that talented and at the same time so down to earth it makes 

the work feel like play and you can accomplish great things.” 

 

Ennis Esmer feels lucky to play opposite with such amazing actors, of Shannon Beckner and 

Katie Boland he says, “Shannon and Katie were two of the nicest, most professional acting 

partners Iʼve ever had to spurn the advance of on camera.” 

 

Jay Brazeau plays opposite of the lovely Mimi Kuzyk. With a shared experience of both originally 

from Winnipeg, Jay knew heʼd have a great time of sharing the screen with Mimi. He comments, 

“Mimi is one of the most incredible and funniest actors I have ever had the pleasure to work with. 

When you do a film that is as explicit as this one, youʼd better work with someone you like. And, I 

was blessed to be working with Mimi. I canʼt think of a more talented lady Iʼd be willing to drop my 

drawers in front of again – just donʼt tell me wife.” 

 

Jay also plays Katie Bolandʼs dad. They share an endearing yet awkward scene together and for 

Jay, who is the father of two boys, it was enjoyable doing this interesting father-daughter scene 

when they have a little chat about her motherʼs recent waxing and his uncertainty about exploring 

unfamiliar sexual territory. He offers, “Katie is a wonderful actress and it was so comfortable 

doing the scene with her. It was so well written with elements of comedic surprise it just seemed 

to play itself out.” 

 

Katie Boland felt similarly, of working with Jay and Mimi, she says, “I loved working with Jay and 

Mimi – they are true pros, so giving, so smart and so kind. Jay was so sweet and I think the 

scene we did together was my favourite.” She adds, “What was cool about my character is that 

she supports the story lines of many characters, like the thread that somehow ties us together.” 
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Katie had a chance to work with so many of the other actors including Kris Holden-Ried and Mary 

Krohnert who play her brother and sister. About working with Kris and Mary, Katie says, “Kris and 

Mary are two actors I really respect so it felt great to do my scenes with them and just watch what 

they did with them.” 

 

Kate Hewlett also shared screen time with Kris Holden-Ried, of whom she says, “Heʼs 

unpredictable in the most exciting way – he keeps you on your toes in a scene and in an 

incredibly honest performer. He is fearless, funny and intelligent. And hot, so hot, but donʼt tell 

him I said that.” 

 

This was a reunion for Mary Krohnert and Kris Holden-Ried, having worked together on Paul 

Shepard. On Kris, Mary says, “It was great to have another opportunity to work opposite him – 

this time as his sister. He asks for honesty in everything he does, likes to play whenever thereʼs 

an opportunity and makes everyone on set feel at home.” 

 

When asked about the women of Sex After Kids, Kris Holden-Ried summed it up like this, “They 

are fabulous! What else is there to say? We are blessed with the intelligence, beauty and charm 

of some great Canadian actresses in this film.” 

 

On working with Amanda Brugel, Kate says, “Amanda is a force to be reckoned with – in a great 

way! Sheʼs an improv whiz, sheʼs luminous on camera and she puts her heart and soul into every 

project. Her comedic timing is bang-on and she looks like a supermodel – that part is just not fair.” 

 

Amanda Brugel calls Peter Keleghan, the other half to their power ʻitʼ couple, a “quintessential 

gentlemenʼs gentleman. Heʼs a dreamboat and a funny cat, and one of the most generous, 

supportive actors Iʼve had the pleasure of working with.” The last time checked, Peter concurred. 

 

About The Director 

Jeremy has one steadfast rule for directing actors – get the hell out of their way and let them do 

what they do best. He says, “Actors put a great deal of thought into what they do. Thatʼs not to 

say I donʼt step in with my own two cents, but I prefer to start working off the choices theyʼve 

already made.” 

 

This didnʼt go unnoticed by the actors. About Jeremyʼs directing style, Zoie Palmer says, “I have 

such respect for Jeremy because he puts his heart and soul into his work and he is never 

deterred by anything that might stand in his way. His process is collaborative and he has a gift for 
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understanding actors and knowing when he can step back and let them do their thing and when 

he should step in, and I appreciate that a great deal.” 

 

On the collaborative atmosphere, Mary Krohnert suggests, “He really loves actors and believes 

that we can take what he gives us and make it even better. He invites actors he appreciates and 

trusts into his creative world and then allows himself to be curious about what they are drawn to, 

and listens to the questions they have about the story he is telling and the characters who are 

telling it. On set Jeremy trusts our choices and is open to any ideas we throw at him.” 

 

For Kris Holden-Ried, this was the second time working with Jeremy, his first being The Untitled 

Work of Paul Shepard. Kris raves about Jeremyʼs directing, saying, “Jeremy is a great director. 

Heʼs confident in his editing abilities and can see the film taking shape while he shoots, so he isnʼt 

afraid to give his actors a lot of freedom.” And, he adds, “His inexhaustible good nature also 

makes him a joy to work with.” 

 

Jay Brazeau truly appreciates Jeremyʼs ear for comedy and knew that he wanted to be a part of 

this film from the moment he read the script. On set, he comments, “Jeremy is an actorʼs director. 

He knows what he wants but he doesnʼt force you to do it his way. He knows there are many 

ways to get to the same place and he was open to some changes about the character – little 

things that made it easier to complete the comedic journey.” Adding, “There were some improvs 

that took place but only when we thought we had enough in the can and could afford to play a 

little.” 

 

Kristin Booth adds, “Jeremy was a pleasure to work with, both as a writer and director. Because 

heʼs a father, he understood the plights of all the characters quite well. His set was very relaxed, 

calm, and fun.” 

 

Katie Boland described Jeremyʼs style as confident and relaxed and adds, “Heʼs a hilarious guy, 

so I definitely trusted him with all the comedy stuff.” Peter Keleghan put it quite simply, “Jeremy is 

a great director and writer and an upcoming force.” 

 

Shannon Beckner had the pleasure of filming her scenes in Jeremyʼs own home, which for her 

presented its own challenges. She says, “The majority of my scenes took place in Jeremyʼs home 

so I was in the unique position of being directed by Jeremy in the presence of his wife and kids. 

Given the added pressure he must have felt with his children needing him and wanting to play 
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while he had to work, he was exceedingly calm and generous with me and more than willing to try 

my ideas and alternate ways of seeing things.” 

 

About Putting the Sex in Sex After Kids 

Simply put, it canʼt be a film called Sex After Kids without the sex. And Jeremy knew exactly how 

to do it, once again with an unconventional twist. Most sex scenes in romantic comedies lean 

toward being sweet, romantic and generally not at all realistic. Jeremy didnʼt find that interesting, 

so instead he went for something different. He explains, “For me the sex scenes were never 

intended to be sexy. They had to be ugly or awkward and always honest. Itʼs a comedy so itʼs 

meant to be exaggerated a bit, but our aim was to ground it enough that people could, 

unfortunately, see themselves in the charactersʼ situations.” 

 

Awkward and ugly is one thing on paper but Jeremy ensured that his cast were comfortable with 

scenes, he says, “That was a big part of the collaboration as well, making sure that people were 

comfortable with what we wanted to do and to show. So it was a balancing act both on the page 

and on set.” 

 

For Shannon Becknerʼs character, finding pleasure didnʼt necessarily mean finding it with her 

husband but it did mean finding a new level of comfort in front of the camera. She explains, “I 

thought the scene where my character discovers the hidden pleasures of the washing machine 

would be uncomfortable to shoot in front of the crew but it was actually very funny and I had a 

really good time.” 

 

Shannonʼs sex scene with Ennis, when their characters have sex for the first time since having 

their baby, turned out to be one of Ennisʼ favourite parts of the film. He explains, “It was 

something that came up in rehearsal. Because itʼs the first time Jules and Ben try to have sex in 

over a year, itʼs all very awkward and mechanical. Thereʼs one part, that Jules demands Ben not 

move a muscle. We came up with a thing where ʻdonʼt moveʼ extends to ʻdonʼt lose your erection,ʼ 

and that cracked us up pretty good!” 

 

Zoie Palmerʼs character Lou also had an awkward attempt at a little sexual adventure with David 

Tompaʼs character, Xander. Her character tries so desperately but comedy ensues when the 

shenanigans begin. Of the scene she says, “Sex scenes are always kind of crazy whether itʼs 

comedy or drama, you just have to jump in with both feet. David Tompa, who I ʻalmost but didnʼt 

have sex withʼ is seriously one of the funniest people ever. It was so great to have him as a scene 

partner. I think we pretty much nailed it, so to speak.” 
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Of her sex scene with Peter Keleghan, Amanda Brugel says, “I was a little nervous to have my 

first love scene with one of our countryʼs most beloved icons, but seconds after meeting him, I felt 

like we had known and really cared about one another for years.”  

 

Without wanting to reveal anything about his scene with Amanda, even for production notes, 

Peter simply says the following about the scene: “Sufficient to say it is 1. Bizarre. 2. Iʼve never 

heard of it. 3. It actually happened to someone Jeremy knows.” Enough said to clearly indicate 

that it, or any other sex scenes in this film, are not your typical love scenes. 
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SHORT SYNOPSIS 

 
An edgy ensemble comedy about what happens when youʼre too tired, uninterested, or annoyed 

to seduce the person you love, loath, or havenʼt even met yet. 

 

LONG SYNOPSIS 

This edgy comedy about the sexual adventures in parenthood finds newlyweds (Ennis Esmer and 

Shannon Beckner), who couldnʼt keep their hands off each other before their baby, now find their 

schedules and libidos out of sync. In an effort to help them get over their dry spell, he seeks 

outside advice and turns to a sex therapist (Gordon Pinsent) for help. 

Single mother (Zoie Palmer), who flawlessly managed the grueling wait list at the spank bank, 

finds it much harder to navigate the “I need to get laid” world. When all her suitors turn out to be 

nice guys who wouldnʼt dare of have a one-night-stand with a single mom, her brother (Paul 

Amos) guides her towards the world of sexual deviants to get her kicks. 

Surprised by the birth of their son, former “it” couple (Peter Keleghan and Amanda Brugel) 

struggles to let go of their fabulous old life when he was a major player and she hung out with the 

Kardashians. As she struggles with her role as a new mother, he has a hard time seeing his once 

hot young bride turning into a soccer mom, and wonders if he can ever be attracted to her again. 

When they whisk their final child (Katie Boland) off into the world, retired couple (Jay Brazeau and 

Mimi Kuzyk) finally becomes empty nesters. But they soon realize for the first time in thirty years 

they are alone with just their puzzles and gardening. With one wanting to ʻexperimentʼ and the 

other stuck in the role of parent, they might just have to accept that they had a good run together 

but itʼs time to move on. 

A lesbian couple (Mary Krohnert and Kate Hewlett) with a son who has just turned two years old 

realizes that they arenʼt on the same page when it comes to raising the child. Their strength was 

always in how different they were, but now it seems like those differences are too much to take as 

they navigate their new roles and changing relationship.  

Along with their friends (Kris Holden-Ried and Kristin Booth), these five couples learn to navigate 

the world of post-child relations, find a way to get over the hump, and knock some booties.   
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CAST 
(in alphabetical order) 

 
Peyton  PAUL AMOS 

Jules  SHANNON BECKNER 

Markee  KATIE BOLAND 

Bethany  KRISTIN BOOTH 

Horton  JAY BRAZEAU 

Vanessa  AMANDA BRUGEL 

Ben  ENNIS ESMER 

Jody  KATE HEWLETT 

Gage  KRIS HOLDEN-RIED 

Ellie  CHRISTINE HORNE 

Sean  PETER KELEGHAN 

Larissa  MARY KROHNERT 

Dolores  MIMI KUZYK 

Lou  ZOIE PALMER 

Zac  MARK ROBINSON 

Xander  DAVID TOMPA 

 
And 

 
Dr. Keaton  GORDON PINSENT 

   
 
 
 

Seanʼs Assistant  Jennifer Liao 

Announcer  Stewart Horsley 

Gageʼs Daughter  Talia Goldhar 

Louʼs Daughter  Caleb Ryan Grant-Lambert 

Annie  Annie LaLonde 

Ephraim  Ephraim LaLonde 

Jude (“Oops”)  Jude Lewis 

Madisyn  Madisyn Rose Simoes 

Finlay  Finlay Ware 
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ABOUT THE CAST 
 
Paul Amos - PEYTON 

Paul is an actor from Wales, UK. After leaving LAMDA he went to work with several prestigious 

theatre companies including the Royal Shakespeare Company and the National Theatre. On 

arriving in Canada Paul spent a couple of years with the Stratford Festival Of Canada, since then 

he has developed an impressive resume of TV credits. Having worked on several projects 

including Combat Hospital, Warehouse 13, Degrassi goes to Hollywood, Mudpit, She's the 

Mayor, Casualty (BBC) and two indie features Nexus and Long Gone Day. Paul is best known for 

his recurring characters Dr. Roberts in the Murdoch Mysteries and Vex in the Showcase/ Syfy hit 

Lost Girl. 

 

Shannon Beckner – JULES  

Originally from Calgary, Shannon last hit the big screen performing the lead role in her first 

American Action-Thriller, Hybrid.  Shannon also recently wrote, produced and starred in her first 

short film for BRAVO entitled Boyfriend Latte. Based on a sketch she wrote for her troupe The 

Sketchersons, the film has now played in over 20 festivals worldwide and has won awards in 

Houston, Los Angeles and Denver as an audience favourite. Shannon was also a lead in the 

Canadian ensemble feature Eating Buccaneers for which she was nominated for a Canadian 

Comedy Award for Best Female Performance. Other credits include a series lead role in the 

ensemble Comedy Network series Punched Up, The Jane Show and completed two seasons 

playing the loveable legal assistant Daphne on the hit, Gemini-nominated Showcase comedy, 

Billable Hours. Over the years she's also performed in countless U.S and Canadian national 

television commercials and several MOWs including Charms For the Easy Life, with Gena 

Rowlands.  Shannon wither husband and one-year-old son, Sam 

 

Katie Boland – MARKEE  

Katie Boland, chosen by Elle Canada as one of the three Canadians to watch, is one of the most 

promising young actresses of today.  With over 25 starring roles so far, the ingenue shows no 

sign of slowing down, splitting her time between Toronto and Los Angeles. In the past year, 

Katieʼs high profile projects include Oscar winner Paul Thomas Andersonʼs The Master, starring 

Phillip Seymour Hoffman. She appeared on stage in Sam Shepardʼs sold out Fool For Love.  She 

starred in the films Where are the Dolls, Ferocious and the upcoming Looking is the Original Sin. 

Katie also had guest starring roles on The Listener, Murdoch Mysteries, and SyFyʼs Lost Girl. 

Boland is a writer, and contributes to various blogs. In fall 2012, her literary debut, a collection of 
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short stories, “Eat Your Heart Out” will be released across Canada.  She has written and directed 

two short films: Fateful premiered in 2010 at Torontoʼs Female Eye Film Festival; and Figurative 

Reality. Katie was selected as one of the 2011 TIFF Rising Stars, and has recently wrapped her 

web series called Long Story, Short, which she created and produced. 

 

Kristin Booth – BETHANY  

Kristin's feature film credits include Toronto International Film Festival film selections Defendor, 

Young People Fucking (ACTRA Award nomination) and This Beautiful City; as well as the heist 

thriller Foolproof opposite Ryan Reynolds, On the Line, Detroit Rock City, Gossip, Cruel 

Intentions 2 and Kardia. For her work in Young People Fucking, Kristin was awarded the 2009 

Genie Award. Regenesis entitled “Spare Parts”. She received her second Gemini Award 

nomination for her portrayal of “Connie Lewis”, in the new CBC series, MVP, which also aired on 

ABC Soapnet. Other television includes the 8-part mini-series The Kennedys where she played 

Ethel Kennedy alongside Greg Kinnear, Tom Wilkinson, Katie Holmes and Barry Pepper; An 

American Wife, TNTʼs six part mini-series The Company, opposite Chris OʼDonnell and 

Alessandro Nivola, Prairie Giant: The Tommy Douglas Story, Kaw, Burn: The Robert Wraight 

Story, The Salem With Trials, The Hunt for the Unicorn Killer, A Tale of Two Bunnies, Jewel and 

Sleep Murder opposite Jason Priestley.  She has also had lead roles in the series Supernatural, 

The Newsroom, and Daring and Grace.  She guest-starred on Rookie Blue, Flashpoint (third 

Gemini nomination) and The Listener. She also starred in the independent Canadian features, At 

Home by Myself… With You for which she was nominated for a 2010 ACTRA award, and 

Cloudburst, starring opposite Olympia Dukakis and Brenda Fricker. Kristin also voices the lead 

character in the animated series, Producing Parker (4th Gemini nomination).  

 

Jay Brazeau – HORTON  

In 1987 Jay won the Pittsburgh Press Award for Best Actor of the Year and ever since then he's 

been reminding audience everywhere why he deserves it.  Having won six Jessie Awards in a 

theatrical career that spans from Hairspray to Death of a Salesman and Urinetown, Jay has also 

kept busy in television having appeared on shows such as The West Wing, X Files, and a Gemini 

nominated performance in Stargate.  For the silver screen his career highlights include Canadian 

classics such as Gunless, Kissed and his Leo Award winning performance in Fathers & Sons, in 

addition to Best In Show, Little Women, Double Jeopardy, Insomnia, and Watchmen to name a 

few.  Jay currently lives in Vancouver, B.C. 
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Amanda Brugel - VANESSA 

Hailing from Montreal Quebec, Amanda Brugel made her film debut alongside Christopher 

Walken in 1999's Vendetta. Since then, she has been featured in the company of numerous box 

office legends. In 2001, Brugel co-starred with Vanessa L. Williams in A Diva's Christmas Carol, 

following up with the uber-horror picture Jason X. In 2004, Brugel tackled Category Six opposite 

Academy Award Winner Dianne Wiest and then the Guillermo del Toro produced Splice in 2008. 

In 2013, Amanda will be seen in the upcoming features, The Boy Who Smells Like Fish. Poised 

to become another one of Canada's most celebrated comedic entertainment exports, Amanda 

has also left her mark on the international television landscape; in Hollywood Brugel quickly 

landed several pilots including a CBS sitcom, helmed by celebrated director James Burrows. In 

Hollywood North, Brugel has starred in a variety of provocative television series including CBC's 

hockey-drama MVP, all the while, making an endless number of Guest Star appearances on 

acclaimed series such as The Newsroom, This Is Wonderland, The Ron James Show, InSecurity, 

Warehouse 13, The Firm, Flashpoint, and Saving Hope. She is currently starring in the new 

series Seed. 

 

Ennis Esmer - BEN 

Ennis Esmer came to Toronto from Ankara, Turkey at the age of 3. He trained in theatre at York 

University and sketch/improv at Second City, while paying his dues at comedy clubs around the 

city. Aside from his work on The Listener, for which he received his second Canadian Comedy 

Award nomination this year, his most recent credits include co-host and writer on Wipeout 

Canada, as well as recurring roles on L.A. Complex for CW and MuchMusic, and Covert Affairs 

for USA Network. Past credits include a CCA nominated performance in Young People Fucking, 

and roles on Good Dog, The Border, Murdoch Mysteries and Billable Hours (which earned a 

Gemini nomination for ensemble cast). Past credits include the television movie Snowglobe and 

the film The Rocker. Before that, he was the host of The Toronto Show on SunTV, and played 

terrorist Mohammed Salameh in the ABC miniseries The Path to 9/11. Additional credits include 

the sci-fi spoof Decoys; The Comedy Network's Cream Of Comedy Special with sketch troupe 

Calcu-Lator & The Oral Presentation; and the Canadian indie film Your Beautiful Cul de Sac 

Home. Ennis has hosted Telefilm's Pitch This! Competition at TIFF four years running, and in the 

last couple of years has also hosted and written for The Gemini Awards industry nights and The 

9th Annual ACTRA Awards in Toronto. He has also been performing stand up again for the first 

time in 5 years, and he co-writes a humour column for The Grid magazine called #Harshtags, with 

comedian Chris Locke. 
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Kate Hewlett - JODY 

Kate is an actor and television writer. Her acting credits include: The L.A. Complex, Still Life, 

Republic of Doyle, Flashpoint, Murdoch Mysteries, Jesus Henry Christ, Psych and InSecurity, as 

well as a recurring role as Jeannie Miller on Stargate Atlantis. Kate played the title role in the CBC 

comedy pilot Fancy (nominated for a Canadian Comedy Award for best series.)  Theatre credits 

include: Assassins (Birdland), The Swearing Jar (Bridge Theatre New York), Unity 1918 (GCTC) 

and Noble Parasites (Theatre Passe Muraille.)  In 2010, Kate wrote and starred in the 

BravoFACT She Said Lenny, which was the recipient of the Worldwide Short Film Festival's 

screenplay giveaway in 2009. As a playwright, Kate's credits include The Swearing Jar (PTE), 

Humans Anonymous (Bridge Theatre New York), Malus Domestica and A Life in the Day 

(Luminato/Soulpepper). TV writing credits include Peter Mitchell's Hemlock, The L.A. Complex 

and season two of InSecurity. Kate was a member of the 2007 Tarragon Playwrightsʼ Unit. She is 

a graduate of Queenʼs University, the National Theatre School of Canada (Acting Program) and 

the Canadian Film Centreʼs Prime Time Television Programme. 

 

Kris Holden-Ried – GAGE 

Kris Holden-Ried trained as an actor with Uta Hagenʼs Master Class Scene Study and Janine 

Manatis of The Actorʼs Studio before going on to amass an impressive résumé of work on the big 

and small screens. Playing the cool shape-shifting Fae and detective, “Dyson” on Showcaseʼs 

drama series, Lost Girl, Holden-Riedʼs most memorable lead roles include “Giles” in A Touch of 

Pink and “Jack” in A Stone's Throw, and he supported in Gossip with Kate Hudson, K-19: The 

Widow Maker, and as Wayne Gretzky in Waking Up Wally: The Walter Gretzky Story. Other roles 

have included Emotional Arithmetic, starring Susan Sarandon and Gabriel Byrne; Never Forget, a 

mystery thriller featuring Lou Diamond-Phillips, A Broken Life, a drama with Tom Sizemore; 

plus Public Domain; Niagara Motel; Going To Kansas City and Textuality. Most recently, Holden-

Ried starred alongside Kate Beckinsale in the big-screen blockbuster, Underworld 4 and can be 

seen in the upcoming feature films: Three Days in Havana, Four Saints and Retornado. Kris also 

features prominently on television as Sir William Compton on the historical drama, The Tudors, 

and recently in the major co-production by BBC, CBC and ABC of Ben Hur. Other significant roles 

include his recurring characters on CTVʼs The Bridge and Degrassi: The Next Generation, and he 

has recently guest starred on several episodes of The Listener. Other recent productions have 

included the movie Binky, with Janeane Garofalo; the award-winning Diamonds for CBC, and a 

recurring role in the series MVP.  After a series of supporting roles in the The 

Defenders  (Showtime) and Forget Me Never (CBS) he gained attention for playing bassist “Noel 

Redding” in Hendrix (Showtimeʼs biopic on Jimi Hendrix). He also appeared on the gritty Street 
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Time (Showtime), and the TV movies Icebound, starring Susan Sarandon, 

Shaftesburyʼs Hemingway vs. Callaghan; A Killing Spring, The Many Trials Of One Jane Doe. He 

is also an accomplished athlete. As a World Cup equestrian, fencer and swimmer, Holden-

Ried earned himself a spot on the Canadian National Pentathlon Team and was a Silver Medalist 

at both the Pan-Am and Pan-Pacific Championships.  

 

Christine Horne - ELLIE 

Christine Horne is an actor and indie theatre producer hailing from Aurora, Ontario. Recent stage 

credits include Andromache (Necessary Angel/Luminato), Romeo and Juliet (Canadian Stage), 

The Turn of The Screw (DVxT Theatre – Dora Award), Miss Julie: Shehʼmah (KICK Theatre – 

Dora nomination), Underneath (Praxis/Summerworks), Twelfth Night (Resurgence), Bluebeard 

(GromKat/Toronto Fringe), The Seagull (Wordsmyth), and Gorey Story, which she also co-

created (Thistle Project – 4 Dora nominations). Film and television credits include The Stone 

Angel (VFCC and MethodFest nominations), The Untitled Work of Paul Shepard, Othello, Little 

Films About Big Moments, Flashpoint, Republic of Doyle, Rookie Blue, Befriend & Betray, and 

King. Christine is the Artistic Co-Director of The Thistle Project, Artistic Producer of KICK Theatre, 

and a graduate of the Acting Program at York University. 

 

Peter Keleghan -SEAN 

Born and raised in Montreal, Peter studied acting at John Abbott College and Concordia 

University.  He then concentrated on classical theatre with a diploma from The London Academy 

Of Music And Dramatic Art in England and a degree from York University in Toronto. He went on 

to become a company member of The Second City, as well as the Stratford and Shaw Festivals. 

In the late eighties, Peter joined up with Steve Smith and co-wrote and starred in sixty episodes of 

the Gemini award winning, The Comedy Mill.  From there, Peter brought the character of Ranger 

Gord to The Red Green Show for 14 seasons. When Peter moved to Los Angeles in 1991, he 

landed guest starring roles in some of televisionʼs most popular series including Seinfeld, Murphy 

Brown, and Cheers.  He spent 2 months on ABCʼs General Hospital as Barry Durbin. Back in 

Canada in the mid-nineties, he created the role of Jim Walcott with Ken Finkleman for The 

Newsroom, which won an International Emmy.  From there, Rick Mercer asked him to join the 

cast of Made In Canada as Alan Roy, where enjoyed a very successful five year run. Peter had a 

continuing role on Showcase's Slings And Arrows as Mark McKinney's nemesis Mr. Archer.  A 

busy voice over artist, Peter can be heard on dozens of radio commercials and in animation 

series nationwide including the overblown announcer on the YTV series Captain Flamingo. He is 

also the voice of Scardey Bat (for which he was nominated for an ACTRA Award in 2007 and a 

Gemini in 2008) in the cartoon series Ruby Gloom, Dad in Willa's Wildlife and Blake in Producing 
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Parker. Peter is an eighteen time Gemini Award nominee and a five-time winner in the category of 

Best Performance in a Comedy Program or Series for his roles as the self-absorbed Jim Walcott 

in The Newsroom, and the vain and vociferous Alan Roy in Made In Canada. In 2011 Peter won 

best performance in a comedy series for playing Ben in 18 To Life. After a 12-year absence, 

Peter returned to the stage to tremendous reviews in late 2005 in the one-man show Fully 

Committed. He was a semi regular in the Showcase series Billable Hours and has a continuing 

guest role on Murdoch Mysteries. In 2009-2012 Peter was seen in five Canadian feature films: 

Eating Buccanneers, The Bend, Cooper's Camera, Gravytrain, and Leslie, My Name Is Evil and 

the short film PMO. Peter recently appeared in CBCʼs Sunshine Sketches of a Small Town airing 

February 12, 2012. Along with his partner Leah he wrote, starred and produced Love Letters For 

Canada, a CBC Valentine's Day special. He recently shot a recurring role on the The Ron James 

Show, The Rick Mercer Report as well as Republic Of Doyle. Peter also hosted the CBC feature 

documentary The War Of 1812; Been There Won That. Peter has been called “…the funniest 

man in Canadian television…” The Toronto Star (January 2003), as well as one of the eight 

“Cutting edge performers of Hollywood North”, Razor Magazine Feb. 03 and in Apr. 03, Peter was 

voted one of the “Top Ten Funniest People In Canada”, by Star TV. Peter was also nominated 

twice for a Canadian Comedy Award and for an Actra Award for his role on The Newsroom. Peter 

is the recipient of the Actra Award of Excellence for 2009. Peter currently resides in Toronto with 

his partner Leah Pinsent. 

 

Mary Krohnert  - LARISSA  

Mary Krohnert is a graduate of Ryerson Theatre School and has acted in a diverse array of 

award-winning theatre, commercial, television and film productions. She regularly receives 

mentions as Outstanding Performer from the critics of NOW Magazine for her theatre work, and 

has been nominated for a Dora Award in the category of best actress. On camera, Mary has been 

described as a powerhouse, crafting performances that are both highly moving and enjoyable to 

watch. Mary has played a number of guest roles on the small screen including appearances in 

Warehouse 13 (SyFy), Murdoch Mysteries (CBC), Flashpoint (CBS/CTV), Little Mosque on the 

Prairie (CBC), and will be playing opposite Neve Campbell as her sister in law in Lifetimeʼs 

upcoming pilot, Sworn to Silence. Her film work has included roles in The Untitled Work of Paul 

Shepard (IndustryWorks), Hedwig and the Angry Inch (Miramax) and Bruce McDonaldʼs Fort 

Goof (Bravo).  

 

Mimi Kuzyk – DOLORES  

She is one of Canadaʼs most highly regarded actors; Mimi Kuzyk is well known to both film and 

television audiences.  Some of her film credits include Camille opposite Siena Miller and James 
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Franco, Miramaxʼ The Human Stain based on the novel by Philip Roth, and starring Anthony 

Hopkins, Nicole Kidman, Ed Harris and Gary Sinise; the sci-fi thrillers Final Cut with Robin 

Williams, Jim Caveziel and Mira Sorvino, and The Day After Tomorrow featuring Dennis Quaid 

and Jake Gyllenhal; The Last Sign, which was shot in Montreal and stars Andie MacDowell; and 

A Different Loyalty, a romantic drama starring Sharon Stone and Rupert Everett.  Her extensive 

body of film work also Chris Philpottʼs independent feature, Fairytales And Pornography; Bryan 

Goeresʼ Phase IV, opposite Dean Cain; Lea Poolʼs Lost And Delirious, which earned Ms. Kuzyk a 

Genie nomination for Best Supporting Actress; The Defenders with Beau Bridges; Waking The 

Dead with Hal Holbrook; Cruel Justice with A. Martinez; Strange Justice with Mandy Patinken; 

and, one of her personal favorites, My Date With The Presidentʼs Daughter, in which she played 

the first lady to Dabney Colemanʼs president. On Television Ms. Kuzyk has been seen in guest-

starring roles on such hit shows as CBSʼ Ghost Whisperer, Cold Case and NCIS as well as 

ABCʼs Castle.  In Canada her guest spots include Insecurity and The Listener.  She is well 

recognized for her role as “Detective Patsy Mayo” on Hill Street Blues, and as Jimmy Smitsʼ 

potential love interest on L.A. Law.  She is also well known to Canadian audiences for her regular 

roles in CBC sitcoms Sophie and Our Hero.  Her performances as “Rita Kapeli” in the CBC drama 

Little Criminals, and as “Deputy Chief Kay Barrow” in Blue Murder earned her Gemini 

nominations for Best Supporting Actress. The Winnipeg, Manitoba native also performed 

recurring roles in Global TVʼs Traders as well as guest-starring roles on The Chris Isaak Show 

and The L Word. 

 

Zoie Palmer – LOU  

Zoie Palmer has appeared in an array of television productions, notably starring as Ronald 

Reagan's daughter, Patti, in The Reagans, the critically-acclaimed MOW that was nominated for 

a slate of Emmy Awards and a Golden Globe. She also appeared in the Emmy Award-winning TV 

movie, Out of the Ashes, co-starring alongside Christine Lahti and Beau Bridges. One of Zoieʼs 

best-known roles is as Goth musician Patsy in the hit CTV series Instant Star. Palmer also 

garnered notice for her role as Coast Guard rescue swimmer Carly Grieg in the Global series, 

The Guard. She has guest starred on such shows as The Listener, Call Me Fitz, Bloodletting and 

Miraculous Cures, Murdoch Mysteries, King and Nikita. Currently, she can be seen playing the 

role of Dr. Lauren Lewis, in the second season Showcases's Top rated series Lost Girl. She has 

starred in two acclaimed short films: Snapshots for Henry, which was nominated for a Genie 

Award as Best Live Action Short Drama, and was honoured with the Best Actor Award at the Baja 

California Film Festival for her performance in Terminal Venus, by Alexandre Franchi. In 2010 

she landed a supporting role in M. Night Shyamalanʼs thriller Devil and starred in The Untitled 

Work of Paul Shepard, for which she was nominated for an ACTRA award. She was recently 
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reunited with her co-star from The Guard, Ryan Robbins, in the crime thriller Cold Blooded.  

Gordon Pinsent – DR. KEATON                    

It is impossible to imagine a Canada without Gordon Pinsent. The indelible characters that 

Gordon Pinsent has created in popular culture have woven themselves into the fabric of our 

nationʼs consciousness. For television - the title role of Quentin Durgens, MP, the stuffed-shirt 

Member of Parliament; Edgar Sturgess, the scarlet-coated militiaman in the TV series, A Gift to 

Last, written by Pinsent; Sgt. Bob Fraser Sr. in Due South; and his GEMINI award winning 

performance as Duff in Powerplay.  Most recently, he has been seen as Corky Dillems in Corner 

Gas and the recurring character of Maurice Becker in Republic of Doyle. Gordon also played the 

long running character of Hap Shaughnessey in The Red Green Show; and Warren Wentworth in 

the television film Fallen Angel (CBS). In 2006 Gordon embarked on one of his most memorable 

projects to date.  He wrote, directed and acted in the made-for-television film Heyday, (a period 

piece set during the end of World War II), in co-ordination with Triptych Media Inc./Pope 

Productions. Recently, Gordon conquered the internet thanks to his appearances on This Hour 

Has 22 Minutes with hilarious segments reading the memoirs of Justin Bieber that instantly went 

viral, as well as paying homage to his Newfoundlander roots with a memorable turn as “The 

Codfather”. Other notable TV appearances over the years include Banacek, Young Prosecutors, 

Harold Vickers in Street Legal and It Takes A Thief. Selected credits for feature films include 

Jamie in The Thomas Crown Affair ; The President of the United States in the cult movie: 

Colossus: The Forbin Project; Will Cole in The Rowdyman, a sort of Tom Jones let loose in 

Newfoundland; John in John and the Missus; Swiftwater, the Card shark in Klondike Fever; John 

Fredrickson in Silence of the North; charming Dame Judi Dench as Billy Pretty in the feature film, 

The Shipping News; Father Fitzpatrick in Saint Ralph for Alliance Atlantis, and a critically lauded 

performance as Grant Andersen in Sarah Polleyʼs Away From Her (2008 Gemini Award – Best 

Actor). Born in Newfoundland, Gordon began his career at the Manitoba Theatre Centre, which 

led to roles at the Stratford Festival. This was followed by Prospero in the The Tempest at the 

Vancouver Playhouse, and the title role of Cyrano at the Stephenville Theatre Festival. He 

returned to the Stratford Festival to star in Trumpets and Drums. Gordon Pinsent is revered 

internationally not only as an actor, but also a writer.  His novels, “The Rowdyman” and “John and 

the Missus” were both turned into feature films, with Gordon directing the latter. He co-starred 

with his wife, Charmion King, in two of his plays - Easy Down Easy and Brass Rubbings, and in 

Love Letters. Gordon wrote and starred in the CBC Movie of the Week, Win Again, for which he 

won a GEMINI for his script. His memoirs, “By the Way”, were published in 1994. In 2012, a new 

side of Gordon emerged to the public – that of a lyricist and poet. Along with Greg Keelor (Blue 

Rodeo), and Travis Good (The Sadies), he released a double album “Down and Out in Upalong.”  
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Gordon has received two ACTRA awards for his television work; four GENIE awards for 

achievements in Canadian film; five GEMINI awards, a DORA award for the stage, as well as 

honorary doctorates at Queen's University; the University of Prince Edward Island; Memorial 

University of Newfoundland; Lakehead University; the University of Windsor and an honorary 

degree from Humber College. He was made Officer of the Order of Canada in 1979, and 

promoted to Companion within the Order in 1998. In 2012, Gordon received the Queen Elizabeth 

II Diamond Jubilee Medal. As the CBCʼs George Strombolopolous wrote "If you had to pick on 

person to symbolize acting in this country, Gordon Pinsent might be it.”  

Mark Robinson – ZAC  

Mark Robinson started acting later in life and has made great strides in a short period of time. He 

has appeared in numerous feature films Wide Awake, Domino Effect, and Shades of Blue. He 

has also appeared in TV series The Firm, Warehouse 13, The Listener, The Line, and Canadian 

Made to name a few others.  In his very first role, Mark co-starred in the short film The Getaway, 

which was nominated for Best Comedy at the Los Angeles FAIF Film Festival and was a Top 10 

pick at the Washington DC Shorts Film Festival. No stranger to behind the scenes, he co-created 

the story for the film Harmonic Convergence, which made the rounds through several film 

festivals including the Miami Gay and Lesbian Film Festival. Born and raised in Toronto, Mark is 

fiercely proud of his Canadian roots and Jamaican heritage. Having his family been affected by 

mental illness and suffering through Depression in his earlier life, Mark is a fierce advocate for the 

awareness of Mental Health.  

 

David Tompa – XANDER 

David has flourished through his sense of balance.  He has balanced the dramatic, opposite 

Hugh Dillon in Flashpoint (CBS) and Domenick Lombardozzi in Breakout Kings (A&E), with the 

comedic, two years with Second City's National Touring Company. He has balanced acting with 

directing (Tape, Proof, Point No Point, Something Red, Sexual Perversity in Chicago) and 

teaching (Meisner Technique with John Riven). Selected theatre: Peter in Petrichor 

(Kitchenband), Shane in Dyad (Praxis), Skinny in Mojo (DropShip), Cordella in An Experiment in 

Elizabethan Comedy (PLS), Terry in Moon Bath Girl (Passe Mureille), and Adam in The Compleat 

Wrks of Wllm Shkspr (Abridged) (WST). David created the show Panic, Everyoneʼs Doing It with 

The Second City Touring Company.  Feature films: The Untitled Work of Paul Shepard, The 

Shrine, Due Process, Dawgs Playing Poker, An Insignificant Harvey and The Ache. For 

television:  Breakout Kings (A&E), Flashpoint (CBS), Murdoch Mysteries (CityTV), Trapped! and 

Mayday (Natl. Geo.) and The Jon Dore Show (Comedy Network). David is co-creator/performer of 

the award-winning web series Making Funny Stuff. 
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ABOUT THE CREW 
 
Jeremy LaLonde – Writer/Director/Producer 

By the age of nineteen Jeremy had already won the Lighthouse Festival Theatreʼs Young 

Playwrightʼs Award three times, in addition to having won an Award of Excellence and 

Outstanding Production award in the Searʼs Drama Festival. Shifting focus from the theatre to 

film, Jeremy studied film and television at Niagara College (he would later return as a visiting 

professor) where he made his award-winning short film Selfless, Cold, & Composed.  In the 

summers between school years he co-founded the Ontario Visual Heritage Project an award-

winning documentary series that explores the history of Ontario.  Though he has stepped away 

from it, the project continues to be produced and parts of it air on TVO. After moving Toronto, 

Jeremy has kept busy in the film and television industry working as an editor for films, Bolly 

Double, starring Sitara Hewitt, Saturday, starring Carlos Diaz and Tony Nappo, and television 

series including Carlawood, featuring Carla Collins and Ty Power Jr., as well as the Gemini award 

winning Princess, Wipeout Canada, and You Gotta Eat Here. As the goal has always been to 

work on his own projects, Jeremy wrote and directed the award-winning short film Mrs. & Mrs. 

Moosewood followed up by his award-winning short film for Bravo!, Hoffʼs New Direction, before 

directing his first feature film, The Untitled Work of Paul Shepard.  It has screened internationally 

at film festivals and was given a limited theatrical run in Canada, in addition to playing on Super 

Channel. In 2011 Jeremy was nominated for Best Director at the Canadian Comedy Awards, in 

addition to being recognized by the Toronto International Film Festival in 2010 with the Irving 

Avrich Award for Emerging Talent in Canadian Film.  Sex After Kids is Jeremyʼs second feature 

film as a writer/director and he is in development on a slate of television and feature film projects.  

 
Jennifer Liao – Producer 

Jennifer Liao wrote, directed, and produced the short films Pride War, Person, A Tiny Prophecy, 

and What you Eat (Bravo!FACT / Ontario Arts Council), CEO (Toronto Arts Council) and 

produced the Golden Sheaf Award-nominated short film Family First (Bravo!FACT). Collectively, 

they have screened at over twenty-five film festivals worldwide, including the CFC Worldwide 

Short Film Festival, Palm Springs ShortFest, Detmold (Germany), Anchorage International, 

ReelWorld, Slow Food on Film (Italy), and Reel Asian. What You Eat has been broadcast on 

Bravo! Canada and Movieola and was licensed for Air Canadaʼs in-flight entertainment 

players.  Jennifer is a graduate of McGill University and was awarded the WIFT-T (Women in 

Film and Television – Toronto) CBC Business of Broadcasting Mentorship in 2007.  She was also 

a writer on the social media storytelling project Crushing It! A Social Media Love Story 

(Story2.Oh), and directed behind-the-scenes videos for the IPF-supported web series Ruby Skye 

P.I. Sex After Kids is her first feature film as a producer. 
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Ryan Goldhar – Executive Producer 

After nearly 20 years working in many different areas of the Film/TV/Radio industry, the serial 

Entrepreneur has finally landed in his final destination as a three-handed workingman. By day, a 

Talent Agent at the Characters Talent Agency, in which he grew up, working from the file room, to 

running the Voice Studio, assisting the head of the Literary department, to representing D.O.P.s 

for commercials.  And that was just 11 years ago.  Now working with some of Canadaʼs top 

actors, he is in his zone. Meanwhile, back at the ranch, Ryan also donʼs the cap of Executive 

Producer on Features such as At Home By Myself With You, and the short Best, April.  He is 

developing another feature and Television show. At night, Ryan sits in front of a microphone, as 

owner of Smithee.tv, an Internet Video podcast channel, which houses such shows as the Mind 

Reels, Lewis at Large, and ATF Sports. Goldhar is the host of ʻCast Thisʼ with James Scott, 

interviewing Canadaʼs talent from career beginnings to their highs and lows.  

 

Zach Melnick – Cinematographer 

Zach is a multimedia developer, videographer and partner in Lock3 Media in Brantford, Ontario. 

He is the Director and Director of Photography for the Ontario Visual Heritage Project; a series of 

eleven documentaries on the history of Southwestern and Northern Ontario. He has acted as the 

Director of Photography in several short films as well as the feature film The Untitled Work of Paul 

Shepard. He has an honours B.A. in Multimedia, Theatre and Film from McMaster University. 

 

Ann Tipper – Cinematographer 

Ann Tipper is an award-winning director of photography who has worked in narrative, dance, 

abstract and documentary film for the past decade. An honours graduate from Ryerson's BFA film 

program, Ann has shot across Canada, the United States, and England. She recently served as 

an additional cinematographer for the Hot Docs-featured and SXSW Audience Choice award-

winning documentary Love Shines, on the career of Ron Sexsmith, and the PollyGrind-selected 

horror short Trust Face, which she also executive produced. She worked closely with Sex After 

Kids  co-cinematographer, Zach Melnick and crew member Yvonne Drebert on their documentary 

films The Land Between and A Desert Between Us And Them: Southwestern Ontario during the 

War of 1812. Sex After Kids is her first feature film. 

 
John Nicholls – Editor 

John Nicholls is an Award Winning Toronto-Based Editor that has been involved in the production 

of, as well as cut, a variety of promos, shorts, music videos, corporate, television series and 

feature films, including 3D. Since the beginning of 2012 he has been involved in editing the highly 
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acclaimed BravoFact short The Sweetest Hippopotamus for Director Marc Roussel, as well as 

editing Director Gail Harveyʼs new feature film Looking Is The Original Sin. 
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Audio Engineers 
 
 
 

Re-Recording Mixer 
 

Euan Hunter 
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